
 Doug Murray has documented a handful of large size Federal Reserve Notes and Federal Reserve 
Bank Notes with signature combinations that bear serial numbers that are so far out of range from their 
peers that they stand out as anomalies in census listings. They comprise legitimate but highly specialized 
collectible varieties for those willing to understand and search for them. 

 Table 1 is a list of Murray’s discoveries along these lines. He and I have independently examined the 
data pertaining to the face plates used to print these notes in the Bureau of Engraving and Printing plate 
ledgers in order to determine if there were any obvious reasons that could explain why notes printed from 
them were numbered so late. The likely explanations would be (1) delayed use of the plate or (2) a plate 
that was finished late and out of sequence with its peers. The latter are called late-finished plates by small 
note collectors. 

Table 1.  Recognized occurrences of out‐of‐range large size FRBN and FRN serial numbers. 

Friedberg  High Observed  Observed Out‐of‐Range Serial  Expected Signatures on  
No.  Type  Normal Serial  with (Face Plate Number)  the Out‐of‐Range Note 
855a  FRN 1914 $5 White‐Mellon type a  C99152941A  C11311208B (524)    White‐Mellon type c 
855b  FRN 1914 $5 White‐Mellon type b  C98530738A  C11310770B (599), C11313490B (600)  White‐Mellon type c 
877  FRN 1914 $5 Burke‐Glass  I12282899A  I18003998A (64)      White‐Mellon 
936  FRN 1914 $10 Burke‐McAdoo  I6113882A  I11959888A (34)    White‐Mellon 
783  FRBN 1918 $5 T‐B‐Hardt‐Passmore  C682888A  C1568134A (3), C1581443A (3)  T‐B‐Dyer‐Passmore 

Neither of these explanations held for any of the seven notes listed on Table 1. We found that all 
the face plates listed were used normally alongside their peers at the same time and that none were finished 
late or out of sequence. The only explanation remaining was that production from them was simply 
numbered late. 

This takes us to a detail that attends the production of Federal Reserve notes that has been well 
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Figure 1. The normal serial numbers for a Fr 855a note end at a bit over C99--A. 
This note carries a CB block serial that is well over one million higher - CB started 
at C10000001B - that represents some left over FR 855a stock numbered late within 
Fr 855c stock that was being processed at the time. Doug Murray photo. 
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documented in the small size Series of 1934 $5s. There was a hiatus in the production of FRN $5s between 
1937 and 1941-2. The $5 backs printed through 1937 had a very distinctive yellow-green color, whereas 
backs printed from 1941 forward were blue-green. However the first of the notes numbered in the 1941-2 
group had yellow-green backs. A check of the face plates revealed that many of those plates had been 
canceled back in the mid-1930s. Obviously what had occurred was that unnumbered mid-1930 vintage 
stock, which had intaglio back and face printings, had been stockpiled and numbered and sealed in 1941-2 
when production of the $5s resumed (Huntoon, 1997). 

Overages always occur in print runs so spoilage can be accommodated. The deliveries consist of 
perfectly printed stock in the quantity specified on the orders. Spoilage is destroyed as mutilated. Now the 
question is what did they do with any excess good stock? 

The Bureau of Engraving always has operated frugally because both the paper and printing 
technology are expensive so instead of destroying excess sheets, they were stockpiled so that they could be 
appended to future orders. The notes treated in this article reveal that the practice began during the large 
note era. It created a somewhat burdensome problem because there were twelve Federal Reserve Districts 
and several denominations, all of which had to be stored separately. 

The ideal is that the excess sheets would be the first to be withdrawn and numbered the next time 
an order for that district and denomination came through. We collectors generally wouldn’t recognize that 
it happened because numbering was sequential from the previous printing so as serials in our census are 
recorded we would see continuity and have no idea that one order terminated and the next began. 

The foregoing assumes that the stockpiles were handled first-in, first-out. But a recurring common 
problem with industrial stockpiles is that often first-in becomes last-out simply because the first-in gets 
piled in the back with younger material in front, or, when small qualities are involved, the first-in gets 
buried at the bottom of a stack with younger material piled on top. The front or top material gets processed 
first when the stockpile is withdrawn. 

It appears that this is what happened when the sheets containing the notes listed on Table 1 were 
numbered and sealed. The notes represent residual sheets that were processed out-of-order during a 
subsequent requisition. The result was that large numbers of notes printed from younger plates with new 
signatures or new plate varieties intervened. 

The $5 FRN Series of 1914 White-Mellon Fr 855a and b notes listed on Table 1 involve a wrinkle 
that is particularly revealing. They were numbered when the Fr 855c variety was current. 

Those sheets could not have been numbered on the same overprinting presses as the Fr 855c sheets 
because the Treasury seal was moved closer to the portrait on the Fr 855c notes. This means that as the Fr 

Figure 2. This FR 936 $10 Burke-McAdoo note carries Fr 939 White-Mellon serial 
numbers that are almost 6 million higher than the last normal Burke-McAdoo notes. 
It represents a spectacular and currently unique example of this late-numbered 
variety that was caused by delayed numbering of a stockpile. Doug Murray photo. 
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855a and b sheets were withdrawn from the stockpile, they had to be recognized and sent as a batch for 
numbering on a press that was configured especially to handle them. 

Through good fortune, a serial number ledger exists for the period during 1928 when these late-
numbered sheets were processed. The entries of supreme importance to this discussion are the following. 

Date Serial Numbers Quantity Pressman 
Jan 25, 1928 C11209001B-C11308000B 100,000 Kessler 
Jan 25, 1928 C11308001B-C11316000B 8,000 Zuendel 
Jan 26, 1928 C11316001B-C11364000B 48,000 Kessler 

The middle entry for 8,000 notes encompasses the Fr 855a and b notes listed on Table 1, which 
obviously were numbered on a different press manned by Zuendel than the Fr 855c notes before and after 
run by Kessler. 

Doug Murray, who truly knows how to worry this material, points out with respect to the Fr 877 
and Fr 936 $5 and $10 Minneapolis late-numbered notes listed on Table 1 that both involve situations where 
seal placement was not an issue. He notes that both notes happened to be numbered close to the end of 
4,000-note bricks; respectively $5 I18003998A (I18000001A-I18004000A) and $10 I11959888A 
(I11956001A-I11960000A). He asks could it be that these notes were from small groups of remainder 
sheets where sheets with younger signatures were piled on top of them? 

There are four very important considerations in all of this. First is that it takes a very dedicated 
collector to recognize from census data that the late-numbered varieties occurred. Second, it takes a diehard 
with unrelenting patience to attempt to find examples or to collect the specimens that have shown up in the 
census. Third, the late-numbered varieties tend to be scarce to very rare because their supply was very 
limited. And fourth, the examples in Table 1 do not represent every one of these occurrences. Of course the 
process that created them wasn’t limited to the examples that Murray found. Others are out there waiting 
to be discovered. 

These notes certainly are subtle as collectable numismatic varieties go. In order for people to 
comprehend what you have, the ideal is to assemble a suite of notes that bracket your late-numbered note 
so they can see that it indeed appears to be out of sequence. The alternative is to display your late-numbered 
note with a copy of the information on Table 1 to explain it. 

Will other collectors find these varieties exciting or will they elicit a ho-hum? Our market will 
decide. If you like the concept, you are in for a life-long pursuit because they did not occur with regularity 
and the examples that are known are very scarce to downright rare. 
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Figure 3. This $5 Philadelphia Federal Reserve Bank Note with Hardt-Passmore bank 
signatures carries Dyer-Passmore serial numbers that are almost 900,000 higher than 
expected. Currently two of these have been reported and they are the only FRBN that 
have been demonstrated to be late numbered. Doug Murray photo.
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Spectacular run of 
Mismatched Serials on $1 

Series of 2001 FRNs 
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Bob Liddell obtained five consecutive 
notes from a spectacular run of 
mismatched serials that was found in 
the $1 Series of 2001 New York BB 
block. The problem was caused by the 
second number wheel in from the right 
in the righthand serial number register. 
Notice that usually—but not always—
it was sticking to the right-most wheel 
so it turned simultaneously with the 
right wheel. Each time this happened, 
the right serial jumped by 10 thus 
accounting for the growing disparity 
between the right and left numbers. 
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